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(Harp). 50 wonderful traditional and contemporary Irish melodies arranged by Sylvia Woods for both

beginning and advanced hard players. Songs include: The Castle of Dromore * Cockles and

Mussels * Danny Boy * The Gartan Mother's Lullaby * Killarney * Limerick Is Beautiful * My Wild

Irish Rose * Sweet Rosie O'Grady * Warin' o' the Green * When Irish Eyes Are Smiling *

Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Loo-Ral * and more. Also includes an alphabetical index and an index of first lines.

Spiral bound. Playable on both lever harps and pedal harps.
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Delightful tunes! I play harp professionally and can totally endorse this book of fun tunes. Well done

arrangements with satisfying and creative chording. I find that many other harp arrangements rely

too much on the basic 3 dominant chords...boring after a while. Sylvia Woods does a great job with

all her arrangements.

This is a terrific book with some wonderful Irish selections like "Danny Boy", "My Wild Irish Rose" in

it. Sylvia has done her usual great job of arranging these for the lever or concert harp, including the

easier and the more difficult versions. I find that her music is easily played, even for the beginner. I

thought these songs were quite lovely.

I am still working on my harp, not as easy as it looks I promise, but this is a beautiful book of



compositions.

I've been studying celtic harp for three years as an adult pupil and playing an istrument is not so

easy for me. So these traditional songs that you can easily ear everywhere in celtic cds or in tv

programmes are the best things to play as you can easily know how to play it. The arrangements

are very good and you can learn having fun! Kiss from Italy!

The design is nice, however frankly speaking I expected the songs to be more interesting and

beautiful. Nothing special. Though not bad.

I have found this product to be exactly as described. the scores are great and I look forward to

learning all fo the enclosed turnes. Thank you for producing such a lovely collection of scores.

The book has all of the Irish melodies I wanted to learn, especially "The King of the Fairies," which

is why I bought it. And they are not too difficult for an intermediate harper.
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